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Introduction
An anthropologist hardly needs to apologise for trying a new
approach to the dietary laws in Leviticus. For one reason, the various
interpretations offered so far are not agreed. For another, these rules
are generally interpreted as rules of purity, whereas they are unlike
any purity rules in the anthropological record. Third, the explanations
offered in the book itself are ignored, for lack of interest in its
rhetorical structure. A general lack of interest in the priestly work
may be attributed to a long-established anticlerical tradition, which
puts the priests in an unfavourable light compared with the prophets.
The editors of Leviticus have the reputation of being engrossed by
themes of material, especially bodily, defilement. This has entered into
some of the comparisons between the priestly tradition and that of the
prophets, the former being regarded as desiccated bureaucrats of
religion, obsessed with material definitions of impurity, and the latter
concerned with nobler spiritual teachings. The priests were evidently
so focused on externals that they transformed the religion from what
it was in the eyes of the prophets.
Isaiah 1.10-17 is a natural point at which to divide the two allegedly opposed modes of religious thought. The prophet delivers the message that the sinful nation has forsaken the Lord, thus he (the Lord)
does not want their 'vain offerings'; he rejects their burnt offerings
and prayers, because their hands are full of blood (Isa. 1.15-16).
*
This paper was presented in an earlier version at the University of Sheffield
on 2 March 1993.1 gratefully acknowledge help from Jacob Milgrom and Robert
Murray, SJ.
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Finally he tells them to make themselves clean, and by 'clean' he does
not mean avoiding ritual defilement, for he lists a set of moral rules:
'cease to do evil, learn to do good, seek justice, correct oppression,
defend the fatherless, plead for the widow' (Isa. 1.10-17). This first
chapter goes on to describe Jerusalem as the place where righteousness
used to lodge (1.21), and to announce the promise that once again she
will be called the city of righteousness (1.26) redeemed by justice and
righteousness (1.27). The Lord calls on worshippers to 'loosen the
bands of wickedness, undo the heavy burdens, let the oppressed go
free' (Isa. 58.7) and says, 'For I, the Lord, love justice'.
The popular opposition between the two kinds of religion is false. It
is basically implausible that the priestly editors were such narrowminded bigots as many interpretations of Leviticus imply, or that they
were insensitive to the more spiritual interior meanings of religion. It
is just not plausible that the same priests who edited the five glorious
books of the Pentateuch should display this niggling concern for
physical cleanliness that seems to be the purpose of Leviticus chs. 1116. They describe the Lord as manifest in fiery radiance, thundering
against injustice, beseeching his people for love and trust, but how can
the same God make a mighty issue over hygiene and contact with
scavenging insects and carrion-eating birds and beasts?
The case for a new interpretation of ch. 11 is strengthened by the
putative date for the redaction. If the Pentateuch was edited during
and just after the exile in Babylon, the scribes and other learned men
of Judah would have met with sages of many civilizations and sharpened the distinctive profile of their own religion in full knowledge of
the controversies current in Asia Minor and even in India. It was
about the fifth century BCE that the relation between humans and animals had become a matter for serious philosophical speculation.
Individual philosophers, Empedocles and Pythagoras, for instance,
and their followers were vegetarian. Hinduism abandoned animal
sacrifice and Buddhism preached no violence to animals. In that climate the idea of forbidding certain kinds of animals because they were
dirty or otherwise offensive sounds like an extreme anachronism.
Finally, when we try to appreciate the literary and logical structure
of the book, we are led to expect that the two main dietary rules (one
forbidding eating blood and the other forbidding eating the listed
unclean animals) would be connected. The rule for avoiding blood is
based on a concept of honouring the life in the animal, while the rule
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for avoiding the listed unclean1 beasts is interpreted as based on disgust and repulsion. It is implausible that two separate modes of explanation should apply to the two kinds of dietary rules, as if diet was the
main preoccupation. The explanation to be offered below will put
both kinds of prohibition at the same theological level.
Ritual Purity
Leviticus and Deuteronomy forbid certain animal species as food for
the people of Israel. It is generally supposed that the reasons for forbidding them are given in the same chapter that lists them, chapter 11
of Leviticus and in Deuteronomy 14; all that is said here is that they
are forbidden because they are abominable and unclean, and contrary
to holiness. In the absence in those chapters of any further clue as to
what those words mean, the interpretations have assumed that uncleanness or defilement in these texts have the same meaning as they have in
other religions and in secular conceptions of dirt. Consequently the
text of Leviticus 11 has been analysed under the heading of ritual
uncleanness. In reading it this way I have also worked in the same
vein as other scholars.
At each period there is a fashionable theory of how to interpret
foreign ideas about ritual purity. In the rabbinic tradition the forbidden animals were regarded as allegories of virtues and vices. As allegories they were heuristic, named and known for teaching purposes,
implying nothing inherently good or abominable in their animal state
as such. So when Philo of Alexandria said that the clean animals represent the virtues of discrimination because they chew the cud of
meditation and cleave the hoof of discernment, and that the unclean
animals represent vices, he emphasized their symbolic function and
Maimonides later insisted on the arbitrariness of the sign.
However, nineteenth-century commentators were not content with
this reference to a holy convention. Failing to make any other sense of
the list, they took it to be an ancient magical block coming from very
early stages of the history of Israel, which would have been included
in the Bible without any understanding of the meaning, out of piety
for the past. This opened the way for psychological theories, fear of
snakes, dread of creepy-crawlies and things that go bump in the night,
discomfort in the face of anomaly.
1.

M. Douglas, Purity and Danger (London: Routledge, 1966).
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After Lévy-Bruhl's examination of these modes of thought and his
effort to identify a form of 'primitive mentality', these speculations
became old-fashioned. No theory of innate human psychological
responses can be defended unless there is human regularity in the
response to the same effects. The Bible list of abominated animals is
just the Bible list; bits of it are found in other similar codes, but not
all, and in many parts of the world what is abominated in the Bible is
eaten, or loved or even revered. The universal fact is that there are no
universal symbols.
Anthropologists would hesitate to accuse editors of sacred texts of
mindless anthologizing. If a 'symbolic' meaning is suspected (which
implies: if there is any meaning at all), it will be part of a local culture, and part of an intelligible mode of communication between editors and readers or listeners. In 1966 I tried the idea that the forbidden animals in Leviticus made sense as a cognitive ordering of the
universe. They seemed to be very comparable to taboos in other parts
of the world, a rational construction of nature, society and culture.
The main argument of Purity and Danger was that taboo organizes
consensus by attributing the dangers which regularly threaten to
breaches of moral law. In the case of the forbidden animals in
Leviticus I could not find this link with morals and social distinctions,
but trusted that, as the idea was relatively new, further research by
qualified biblical scholars would discover ways in which eating the
animals could be used as accusations in the same way as breaking
taboos.
In 1970,2 when no wiring of the system of prohibitions to the internal structure of the life of Israel had been identified, I tried out the
idea that the rules maintained the external boundary of the community. I also tried to develop the analogy between altar and table
implicit in the Levitical rules. This notion has been related interestingly by Jacob Neusner to the rabbinical period when the second
temple had been destroyed and the religion was being rebuilt around
the domestic unit.3 However, it does not pretend to explain the original selection of animals forbidden.
Although several Bible scholars have been generous in acknowledging some value for the anthropological approach, and now recog2. M. Douglas, Natural Symbols (Barrie & Rockliffe, 1970).
3. J. Neusner, 'History and Structure: The Case of the Mishnah', J AAR 45
(1977), pp. 161-92.
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nize the rational basis for the levitical rules4—so the subject has
engaged some interest—yet no one has leveled the main and obvious
objection, the lack of equivalence between taboo as understood in the
rest of the world and the rules of Leviticus. Everywhere else taboo is
specifically tied to behaviour in such a way as to protect valued social
and moral standards. The connection with danger allows ideas to
organize society by persuading, justifying, warning, mustering moral
pressure. Yet the unclean animals in Leviticus do not serve these uses.
No danger is attached to contact with them. The person who has had
contact with a carcase does not have to make atonement, he or she
only has to wash and wait until evening to be clean. This is merely a
minor ritual disability. The rules make no engagement whatsoever
with social life.
Contaminating Dangers
Over the last 25 years great advances have been made in understanding pollution ideas in secular contexts. The result has been to create a different puzzle about the levitical idea of impurity. The problem is that the treatment of defilement in Leviticus lends itself to an
entirely cognitive interpretation. It seems to be something in the mind
of the priestly editors, a feature of the cult, without anchorage in the
daily experience of the people. Nowhere else do pollution concepts get
elaborated intellectually without basis in practical use. To be blunt,
pollution is used for defaming a category of persons, or denouncing
further something that is already a public outrage. Pollution ideas
enforce a community code, and their penalties restrain deviant morals;
they become part of the religion and encoded as the divine sanction of
discriminations which the congregation normally makes.
A short way of expressing the difference between the purity code of
Leviticus and all the others is to point out that according to the Bible
no one is born purer than any one else. Levitical impurity is a fact of
biology, common to all persons, and also a result of specific moral
offences that anyone is liable to commit, such as lying or stealing.
4. G. Wenham, Leviticus (NICOT; Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1979);
B. Levine, Leviticus (JPS Torah Commentary; Philadelphia: Jewish Publication
Society of America, 1989); J. Milgrom, Leviticus I-XVI (AB; Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1991); P. Jenson, Graded Holiness (JSOTSup, 106; Sheffield: JSOT
Press, 1992); W. Houston, Purity and Monotheism (JSOTSup, 140; Sheffield:
JSOT Press, 1993).
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When an individual transgressor is to be 'cut off, it is not for an
unwitting dangerous contact but for wilful high-handed persistence in
sin.
Biblical impurity is of no use in demarcating advantaged social
classes or ranks (except for a little protection for the privileges of the
priests). It does not either recognize hereditary defiling categories.
Leviticus does not draw social distinctions. Idolatry covers all kinds of
moral as well as bodily imperfection, but all are capable of purification if the will to repent is there. In effect, biblical defilement is a
cerebral creation, it has no philosophical uses, it does not accuse. It is
part of a philosophy of being, but in that case, why does the list of
forbidden animals resist incorporation into the rest of the philosophy
of the book? My argument will be that they do belong with the rest,
that they enrich and complete it.
A new interpretation of the forbidden animals should respond to the
initial question about whether the priests were following a fundamentally different religious programme from the prophets. The argument
requires us to look for an explanation of the forbidden animals in
Leviticus itself, not beyond it. We should be prepared to read the
book as a superlatively skilful composition in which issues are raised
early on, but solutions and explanations are delivered later. Like the
delayed denouement of a narrative, the retarded explanation is a conventional literary technique for unifying an elaborate composition.
Archaic Learning and Literary Elegance
Of the literary quality of Leviticus Jacob Milgrom says that 'the
artistry of the structure is evidence of an advanced compositional
technique'. 5 His commentary on Numbers demonstrates how the
priestly books need to be read, with an attentive eye for the parallelism which he recognizes as the main structural device of the book.6
Short verses, whole chapters, law and narrative are combined in sustained parallels of simple or elaborate chiasm. He also shows how two
chapters may be entwined together in chiastic parallel, and sometimes
how the larger units made by these combinations are worked again
into even more comprehensive patterns. He even draws a chiastic
5. Milgrom, Leviticus. Admittedly he gives this praise to later chapters (17-27).
6. J. Milgrom, Numbers (JPS Torah Commentaries; Philadelphia: Jewish
Publication Society of America, 1990).
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diagram for the whole Pentateuch, leading up to and away from
Mount Sinai. Such texts are composed for a lateral reading and not to
be read in straight linear sequence. Linguists and anthropologists of
the last 50 years have documented parallelism in oral and written literature all over the world.7 This is not the place to describe in detail
the argument for finding that Leviticus is a form of ring composition,
but some general pointers to the conventions governing the structure
are necessary.8
Among its main characteristics the ring has a tightly packed prologue which is an exposition of the programme to be developed.
Second, a series of discrete steps introduce new material without necessarily explaining their connection to each other. They tend to follow
quite jerkily and some switching signal indicates a new phase. These
steps lead to a well-marked turning point that reverts to the initial
theme and thus indicates the central message of the work. The turning
point is usually signalled by a flanking pair of obviously parallel
chapters, one on each side. After the turn a second series of steps
parallel the earlier steps in reverse order until the last step, when it
has reached the first, brings the composition to its ring ending. Some
of the parallels are chiastic, and inside each section complex parallels
and introversions are worked out. Finally, to make the closure definitive, there is an extra passage acting as a latch, which locks the whole
composition into the prologue.
The structure has the advantage of making the meaning of the work
apparent, but reading it against the structure makes it almost impossible to follow. The temptation of the linear reading is to treat each step
as a discrete item, without regard for its linking signals, which seem
to be so much unnecessary repetition.
The meaning is attested at several stages, first in the prologue, second in the turn that matches the prologue, and third in the conclusion
7. A magisterial review of the topic by James Fox places Roman Jakobson's
analysis of Russian poetry at the beginning of modern understanding. The techniques
of parallelism are found in widely scattered regions, including China, Vietnam,
Burma and Thailand, Finland and North America (J. Fox, 'Roman Jakobson and the
Comparative Study of Parallelism', in Roman Jakobson: Echoes of his Scholarship
[Lisse: The Peter de Ridder Press, 1977]).
8. A description of the ring structure of Numbers is awaiting publication:
M. Douglas, 'The Glorious Book of Numbers', a lecture delivered in the University
of Warwick, 1 June 1993.
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that matches them both, and fourth in the latch. The technique is to
match everything that has been said in the first round by a second
round which enriches, completes and explains what was left unexplained before. The ring is a comprehensive parallelism that incorporates the whole work.
The book of Leviticus is an example. Its prologue is extremely
formulaic. It plunges straight into the subject of burnt offerings; it
gives the priest instructions for how to prepare an animal for sacrifice; from this the reader must guess that the subject of the whole
book is going to be things offered to the Lord, but later a contrasting
pair, things belonging already to the Lord, will be uncovered in
ch. 25. The last chapter gives the rules for redeeming things and persons consecrated to the Lord, but says that firstlings are the Lord's absolutely (27.26) and cannot be alienated. So the ending successfully
integrates the two themes, things consecrated and things belonging to
the Lord.
From its opening on the theme of things dedicated to the Lord, the
book's circuit runs to the mid-point, ch. 19, which is on the concept
of righteousness, largely in the sense of honesty and fair dealing, and
with regard for correct recognition of status. The twice repeated lists
of prohibited sexual relations (chs. 18.6-19 and 20.11-22) and the references to children offered to Molech (18.21 and 20.2-5) fulfil the
convention of a flanking parallel on either side of the turn. After the
turn the selections return step by step until ch. 25, which deals with
things belonging to the Lord, the land (25.23), and the people (25.55).
The grand peroration and conclusion is ch. 26 which matches to the
mid-point, ch. 19, which has announced the meaning of righteousness
in dealings from persons to persons. Now at the conclusion it is a
matter of applying the same concept to the dealings of the people with
their God, justice and mercy if they keep their promises and pay their
dues, terrible punishments if they do not. The latch, ch. 27, locks on
to the beginning by speaking both of things consecrated and things
belonging to the Lord. The latter are firstlings which cannot be consecrated because they belong to him already (27.26).
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This is only a rough and ready approximation of the general structure. It is enough to demonstrate that the delayed completion is part of
the scheme. When the end is reached, the proportions of the theme fall
into place. Just as the prologue warned, the book is about the Holy
Things which have been consecrated or which belong to the Lord. It
started with the meat of sacrifice and went on to blood, the priests,
dedicated animals, and the land and the people in ch. 25. The Lord's
holy things and his holy people cannot be alienated.
To say that the book divides in half at 19 goes against the scholarly
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consensus that ch. 17 belongs with 18-26 as part of the Holiness code.
Milgrom's new commentary on Leviticus follows this tradition by
ending the first volume at ch. 16. Basing his analysis on source struc
ture, Baruch Levine sees Leviticus as a set of rules about the laws of
the cult, a handbook of instructions for worship which he sees as
divided into a prologue, chs. 1-16, and the rest.9 However, there is no
serious conflict on this score. First, as to ch. 17, it could belong with
the preceding or with the succeeding sections, according to whatever
decision an experienced Bible scholar may suggest. Second, source
structure does not prevent us from reading synoptically across the
book. However, to deny the lateral construction of the finished book,
for the sake of emphasizing sources or for any other reason, creates
puzzles in the first 16 chapters that arise because their completion has
been reserved for their counterpart halves: puzzles such as the
meaning of blemish, the selection of forbidden animals and birds, the
scattering of certain themes on both sides of the divide.
Delayed Completion
The meaning of ch. 11 and its relation to the main themes of the book
are withheld until chs. 21-22, and all three meanings had to be with
held until the burden of ch. 19 had been delivered. Until we know that
the Lord's primary command is for equitable dealings between his
people and between them and himself, we cannot appreciate the teaching
about forbidden and blemished animals. When the whole structure of
the book is known, there need be no doubt about the meaning of the
9. Baruch Levine uses source criticism to present the structure of Leviticus as
follows:
I: 1-16 Introductory
Π: 17-26 Holiness Code
a: Prologue, 17, proper worship
b: Legal texts, 18-26
c: Epilogue, 26.3-46 blessings and chastisements
ΙΠ: 27 Dedicated things

*

The Holiness Code itself he finds divided into its own prologue, its substance of
laws, and its epilogue. Over and above this nested textual division he finds the book
governed by another basic design: I: 1-16, manuals of practice addressed to the
priests, instructions for their office; II: 17-27, priestly teaching to the people
(B. Levine, Leviticus [JPS Torah Commentary; Philadelphia: Jewish Publication
Society of America, 1989], p. xiv.
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abominations. Two examples of delayed completion will show some
thing of the rhetorical style that governs Leviticus. The first is the
example of burnt offerings, the second the discussion of blemish.
Burnt offerings of animals are dealt with in the first chapter and in
the third; ch. 2 interrupts with the rules for cereal offering, but the
theme of burnt animal offerings is left incomplete until ch. 23.
1.1-9
Consecrate any
animal, male
or female;
no blemish;
at door;
hand on head;
blood on
altar,
fire on altar;
cut/meat on
fire;
wash innards;
legs;
burn;
pleasing odour
Peace offering
3.1-5
from herd;
no blemish;
at door;
hand on head;
fat;
blood;
kidneys;
burn;
pleasing odour

10-14

15-20:

flocks:

birds:

no blemish;
on North side;

at altar;

blood;

drain blood;

cut/meat <
on
fire;

feathers to
East;
wings;

wash;
burn;
pleasing
odour

burn;
pleasing
odour
3.6-11
no blemish;
at door;
hand on head;
blood;
fat;
kidneys
burn;
pleasing odour

3.12-17
goat;
at door;
hand on head;
blood;
fat;
kidneys;
burn;
pleasing odour;
perpetual statute

Holy times
23.1-25
lamb;
no blemish;
unleavened
bread; wine;
burnt
offerings;
first fruits;
pleasing odo
v. 23

There is no mistaking the intention to bring to completion the theme
developed in the first three chapters, since ch. 23 reproduces the same
formulaic ending. Ά pleasant odour' is the refrain that has the role of
signalling the match between start and conclusion of that part of the
book.
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Notice that at ch. 2 the topic of animal offerings has been interrupted by the topic of cereal offerings. When rules for burnt animal
offerings are picked up again in Lev. 23.1-25, the rule that the animal
be unblemished is repeated, and it ends with the words 'a pleasing
odour', if a clue were needed as to the correspondence between the
two halves of the book.
Notice how the list of animal burnt offerings in 1 and 3 goes in
regular progression from all animals inclusive, to the largest animals,
from the herds, from the flocks, to birds, and in ch. 2 through cereal
offerings, fruit, oil, to frankincense. This is so orderly and systematic
that we do not think at once of what has been left out, but the first
double list of occasions for animal offerings is far from complete.
Why have they not been dealt with all at once?
The answer, noted by Levine,10 is that the first lists deal with the
individual's duties, and the second with the public obligations of the
community. Accordingly, all the required burnt offerings for the
fixed holy days of the year have been left to be dealt with in ch. 23,
and the offerings of cereals have been left incomplete until the continuous care for the Holy Place can be described in ch. 24.
Leviticus 2

Leviticus 24.1 -9

Cereals:
unleavened bread;
burn;
pleasing odour;
bread reserved for priests, 'Most
Holy Things';
no leaven; no honey; salt;
to be burnt;
first fruits, oil, frankincense.
Offering by fire.

Holy Place;
lamp;
oil;
showbread;
frankincense;
offering by fire;
shows, continually,
perpetual statute,

Notice how the topic of cereal offering receives its conclusion in ch.
24, where a little section in vv. 1-9 summarizes the rules for honouring the holy place, and the rules for cereal offerings. It ends, as
did the list in ch. 2, with frankincense, and with one of the significant
perorations of this book: the invocation of a perpetual statute, a
covenant for ever.

10. Levine, Leviticus.
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Offerings

Times

Places

1-3

23.1-24
Burnt offerings for
public worship;
holy times, from
Sabbaths to new moons
23.18, pleasing odour
23.23-21 perpetual
statute.

24.1-9
Offerings for the
tabernacle;
oil for burning in
lamp;
frankincense;
summary of most
holy portion for
priests to be eaten
in holy place;
24.9 perpetual
statute.

Burnt offerings, free
will offerings,
thanksgiving, vows.
Animals:
cattle>sheep>goats>
birds.
Cereal>
frankincense.
3.17, a perpetual
statute.
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Burnt Offerings: Summary
When we come to Lev. 24.1-9 we become aware of a larger structure
that has been played out. Four classes of burnt offerings have been
introduced: freewill offerings, votive offerings, sin offerings, and
offerings for public worship at set times; now are added the continuous offerings for the tabernacle. And notice the solemn peroration for
each block, a perpetual statute. The completeness of the master plan
begins to appear. We now see that sacrifice has to appear on both sides
of the book because due place in the structure has to be made for the
range of ritual actions prescribed at the beginning to be situated in
holy times and the holy place. This prepares the reader to look for the
meaning of blemish beyond the chapter in which it is first described,
and to look out for verbal repetitions and formulaic flourishes which
signal the matched pair.
Unclean Animals
The chapter on unclean animals comes immediately after ch. 10 which
recounts the tragic deaths of Aaron's sons who offered unholy fire at
the altar (Lev. 10.1-3). Moses has just told Aaron that it is the duty of
the priests to teach the people of Israel the difference between the
clean and unclean (10.10-11). It has always been understood that this
is the essential lesson, to discriminate, to judge between clean and
unclean. Leviticus makes it clear that the discrimination goes beyond
rules for eating to all kinds of behaviour. The new chapter starts quite
abruptly with:
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The Lord said to Moses and Aaron, say to the people of Israel, These are
the living things you may eat among all the beasts that are on the earth
(11.1-2).

The list goes straight on, so we should assume that it is the first lesson
in the difference between the clean and the unclean. The dietary laws
systematically pick up the order of creation in Genesis. In Genesis 1,
the first two days of creation set up the four cardinal points and the
next four days are spent putting living denizens into the earth, sky and
water and putting the lights of the stars and planets into the sky.
Genesis:
First two days: 1.1-10. Creation of Light, Earth, Firmament and Water.
Compare the four elements, fire, earth, air and water in other philosophies
in Asia Minor.
Third day: 1.11-13. Vegetation on the earth.
Fouth day: 1.14-19. Stars in the heavenly firmament for signs and for
seasons, for days and years, creation of the sun and the moon.
Fifth day: 1.20-23. Filling the waters with moving creatures that have life.
Sixth day: 1.24-31. Populating the earth with all kinds of living creatures,
and creation of humankind to have dominion over them.

Compare Leviticus' list of prohibited animal foods:
On the earth (Lev. 11.2-8)
In the waters (Lev.l 1.9-12)
In the air (Lev. 11.13-25)

In these three environments the book goes on systematically to distinguish clean and unclean creatures. On the earth, among quadrupeds, if
they do not cleave the hoof like domestic herds and flocks, they cannot
be eaten; even if they do not cleave the hoof but do chew the cud, or if
they do cleave the hoof but do not chew the cud, they are unclean. In
the waters fish with scales and fins are clean, but not the rest. In the
air clean two-winged creatures are those that can walk and hop on the
earth.
On land some are named as unclean (with apparently a disapproved
number of limbs), if they have paws (27), too many feet (42), instead
of four. In the air certain named birds are unclean, but the problem
for posterity is to know which they are. The Talmudic tradition is that
they are carnivorous birds. One class is picked out in all habitats: we
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can call them crawlers. Creatures that crawl on the belly are
abominable and unclean, whatever their environment (11.41-43).
What is meant by crawling is explored in vv. 29-30, and is illustrated
by creatures translated in the KJV as the weasel, the mouse, the
tortoise, the ferret, the chameleon, the lizard, the snail. Crawling also
includes winged insects that go on all fours (20), or have four feet
(20-23) but cannot hop or leap upon the earth (like birds?). If an
insect has four feet and jointed legs that are actually used to walk or
hop on the ground, it is in the class of regular clean kinds (21-22).
There is a temptation to read this list as a normative account of
modes of propulsion for different habitats. This is how I originally
read it, taking it as an extension of Leviticus' concern for due honour
and circumstance for every rank and context. However, as Bible
scholars have pointed out, such an interpretation does not explain the
emphasis on mode of locomotion. The following is a quite different
explanation of these classifications, one that gives the capacity to hop
or leap on the earth as much attention as its centrality in ch. 11
deserves. It works at two levels. The first concerns the doctrine of
blood, and the second the doctrine of blemish. Remember the three
habitats, earth, water, air, in each of which there are some clean and
some unclean animals.
If we go back to Genesis, a reason for the rules for land animals can
be derived directly from the prohibition on eating blood. At creation
all living beings were expected to subsist on leaves, berries and seeds
(Gen. 1.29-30). The world was going to be vegetarian, very much in
line with Isaiah's vision11 of a world in which the predatory animals
would take to peaceful herbivorous habits—the lamb could hardly lie
down with the lion if the lion did not change his diet. After the people
had proved their wicked natures, in the new covenant after the flood
God modified his law: the people were allowed to eat meat, but never
blood. An extension of the rule of avoiding blood is to forbid bloodeating animals and carrion eaters, for their bodies have already
ingested blood.
By specifying herbivorous animals as the proper kind of meat (after
the blood has been drained off) the legislator has drawn a line around
certain quadrupeds: it is safe to include all those that cleave the hoof
and chew the cud, domestic or wild, for they never eat blood. The line
11. R. Murray, The Cosmic Covenant (Heythrop Monographs; London, 1992),
ch. 6, on relations between humans and animals in the Kingdom of Peace.
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is drawn tighter by listing borderline cases, the pig, the camel, the
hare and the rock badger, all four forbidden for the declared reason
that they have one but not both the criteria for inclusion in the list of
edible four footed beasts. The rule against eating blood underlies the
list of clean and unclean land animals. The rule once formulated in
terms of hoofs and cud-chewing generates its own exceptions which
are legislated against specifically
The forbidden creatures of the air are named but not identified. The
Talmudic tradition is that they are predators that seize their prey with
claws and tear its flesh with their beaks. The tradition is in line with
the rule for land animals, avoiding predators avoids blood at second
remove. When we come to the denizens of the waters without scales
and to the crawlers, blood eating is not at issue. This time a negative
principle is invoked: they lack something that they need. They are
contrapuntally distinguished from the excluded predators. I will argue
that the crawlers stand for the victims of prédation.
Blemish
Chapter 11 only gives morphological principles for recognizing the
animals as clean or unclean. The duty of the priests to teach the people
the difference between clean and unclean has been given so much
emphasis (10.10) that it would be remarkable if more was not said to
instruct the faithful. We have never been told in what the uncleanness
of the animals consists. The same for the rules for burnt offerings: it
is frequently repeated that an animal with a blemish is not allowed to
be offered for sacrifice. Again, why not? And again, no definition of
'blemish', and no reason is given in the first four chapters. The easy
answer, that a spoilt gift is unworthy of the altar, is an uplifting
thought but not theologically acute.
The answers begin to emerge in ch. 21. First the word 'blemish' is
applied to the body of the priest, with some description of what it
means:
no one who is blemished shall draw near, a man blind or lame, or one
who has a mutilated face or a limb too long, or a man who has an injured
foot or an injured hand, or a hunchback, or a dwarf, or a man with a
defect in his sight, or an itching disease or scabs or crushed testicles...
he shall not come near the veil or approach the altar, because he has a
blemish... (21.18-24).
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So blemished means mutilated, or having some extra length or substance, a limb too long, a hump on the back.
Then in the next chapter the same words are applied to the sacrificial animal. Leviticus has already drawn the parallel between the body
of the priest and the body of the sacrificial animal. In ch. 8 several of
the same rubrics apply to the consecration of both priest and animal.
Both are consecrated at the door of the tabernacle, both are washed
with water, the animal's skin has to be removed, the priest has to put
on a sacred garment and remove it afterwards. The parallel between
priest and altar is also made: the altar is anointed with oil (8.9-11),
and also the priest (8.12, 30); blood is sprinkled on the altar (8.15,
19) and smeared on the priest (8.22). Priest, altar and offering are
made equivalent to one another in a series of detailed, pointed rites.
Then, after the halfway point, the blemished priest is made an
analogy for the blemished oblation:
it must be perfect, there shall be no blemish in it. Animals blind, or disabled, or mutilated, or having a discharge, or an itch or scabs, you shall
not offer to the Lord...a bull or a lamb which has a part too long or too
short you may present for a free will offering, but not for a votive
offering...since there is a blemish in them, because of their mutilation,
they will not be accepted for you (22.26).

Why the mutilated oblation is not acceptable becomes an interesting
question when the priest is included in the same class. The King James
Version has a telling translation of the 'part too long or too short'; it
gives 'nothing superfluous and nothing lacking'. It is difficult for us to
see the connection with justice and injustice, but it would not be difficult to anyone who had been used to reading in a ring and who looked
to the mid-turn for the key to what is going to be expounded later.
The key words come in ch. 19, where it is forbidden to steal, rob,
defraud, oppress, lie, slander (19.11-17), and forbidden to use false
weights and measures (19.35-36). A simple principle of equity is at
the basis of the laws. It is an injustice if one party to a transaction will
have too little and the other too much. Later in ch. 24 there is a reference to blemish that connects it directly with injustice. It comes in
the story of the blasphemer whose case was referred by Moses to the
Lord. The result of the consultation was a diatribe against cursing the
Name of the Lord, and the following legislation:
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When a man causes disfigurement in his neighbour, as he has done, it
shall be done to him, fracture for fracture, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, as
he has disfigured a man, he shall be disfigured (24.19-20).

In the KJV the phrase is:
If a man causes a blemish in his neighbour, as he has done, so it shall be
done to him: breach for breach, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, as he has
caused a blemish in a man, so it shall be done to him.

So causing a blemish in a neighbour is doing him a damage according
to the elementary principles of justice: taking away something that is
his by right, leaving him with too little. Or by oppression, giving him
a heavy load to bear. Causing a blemish is giving a labourer excessive
burdens. The interesting thing is that the neighbour who has suffered
outrage in the case of the blasphemer is the Lord himself, and we soon
see, in ch. 26, that the Lord is included squarely in the law of talion
with the rest of his creation. The statements on blemish connect it with
inequitable dealings. It would now appear that the forbidden species
which are not covered by the law against eating blood, either have
something lacking (like joints, legs, fins or scales) or something
superfluous (like a burden on their backs) and that their disfigurement
has something to do with injustice.
Justice and Righteousness
Having shown the cross-references between chs. 11 and 21 and 22, we
should now examine the two turning points, chs. 19 and 26. The main
message of the book is given at these points, and the rest of the book
has to be consistent with them. We are alerted to finding a connection
between ch. 11 and ch. 19. Encouragingly, 19.2 starts with the
injunction to be holy, in the same way that ch. 11 ends. We find that
through ch. 19 we are being told what holiness means at every verse.
You shall revere your parents (Lev. 19.3), you will not turn to idols,
the harvester will respect the wants of the poor and the sojourner.
Then (19.11-22) follows the list of discriminations and righteous
behaviour: no hate, no vengeance, no grudge, no slander, impartiality
in judgment, 'love your neighbour as yourself (19.17), and even 'love
the stranger as yourself (19.34). Holiness will achieve the ideal of the
city renowned for judgment and righteousness that Isaiah's prophecy
promised. Chapter 19 ends with the simple injunction that sums it all
up:
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you shall do no unrighteousness in judgment, in measures of length, in
weight, or in quantity. Just balances, just weights, a just ephah, and a just
hin, shall you have (19.35-36).

If righteousness means, as Robert Murray cogently argues, the complete cosmic order, these analogies of equitable dealings have to be
taken to their fullest extent. It should no longer be a surprise to realize, as he has pointed out,12 that compassion inspires the Pentateuch as
much as it does the prophets.
Chapter 11 has told us of how animals that have too little or too
much should not be butchered for food, and chapter 26 has told us
that righteousness requires not too much and not too little. Chapter 26
starts with the warning against idolatry and says that if the people will
walk in his statutes the Lord will give them rains and the land will be
fertile, and he will walk among them and they will be his people
(26.13). Then the other side of the covenant is given: if they will not
do his commandments, a series of terrible disasters will afflict them
(26.14-39). Reminding them of how he rescued them from Egypt, the
covenant is presented as a debt owed to God, and the law is that debts
should be honoured. Finally, the threats give way to loving kindness
and renewal of the covenant (26.40-46). This is how the law of talion
applies to the covenant between God and his people. He demands
righteousness of them in their dealings with one another, the lightness
of true weights and measures, hurt for hurt, blessing for blessing.
And he exacts the same Tightness from them to himself.
Two conditions stand for the results of injustice: to be despoiled,
that is to be victim of theft or fraud, and to be oppressed, that is to
carry a heavy load. The unfair loss on the one hand, the unfair burden
on the other, these are the conditions of poverty. Think of beggars in
any city, crowding the steps of public buildings, staggering on
crutches, or crawling with maimed feet, hands clutching their scavenging bags, and we can recognize the prophet's description of the
poor and oppressed.
In Leviticus the body is the cosmos.13 Everything in the universe
shows forth therighteousnessof the Lord. Animals and humans, people
12. Murray, The Cosmic Covenant, pp.110-16. His argument has called for a
complete reconstruction of the world-view of the Bible (see Introduction and ch. 1).
13. The importance of the theme of the microcosm in Leviticus has been central
to my analysis of the meaning of Atonement, ' Atonement in Leviticus' forthcoming
in Jewish Studies Quarterly.
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and priests, animals for food, animals for the altar, their bodies are
figures of righteousness and unrighteousness. The forbidden animal
species exemplify the predators, on the one hand, that is those who eat
blood, and on the other, the sufferers from injustice. Consider the list,
especially the swarming insects, the chameleon with its lumpy face,
the high humped tortoise and beetle, and the ants labouring under
their huge loads. Think of the blindness of worms, and bats, the
vulnerability of fish without scales. Think of their human parallels,
the labourers, the beggars, the orphans and the defenceless widows.
Not themselves but the behaviour that reduces them to this state is the
abomination. No wonder the Lord made the crawling things and
found them good (Gen. 1.31). It is not in the grand style of Leviticus
to take time off from cosmic themes to teach that these pathetic
creatures are to be shunned because their bodies are disgusting, vile,
bad, any more than it is consistent with its theme of justice to teach
that the poor are to be shunned. Shunning is not the issue. Prédation is
wrong, eating is a form of prédation and the poor are not to be a
prey.
Now we are in a position to make the connection between all three
types of forbidden animal foods. First, out of honour to the blood and
the life that is in the blood (Lev. 17.14), no flesh with blood in it is to
be eaten. This rule identifies herbivorous land animals and birds, and
excludes carnivores on the earth or in the air. Second, animal species
that resemble in shape the sufferers from physical injury must not be
eaten, that is, an equivalence is drawn between species and individuals
lamed, or maimed or otherwise disfigured, and connects with the rule
against offering blemished animals. Third, in the waters those creatures without fins or scales must not appear on the table as food. The
Mishnaic tradition has looked to water monsters for exemplars of this
rule, octopus or crab. But it would be more congenial to the interpretation that we are here suggesting that young fish were intended in the
prohibition. It is not their repellent monsterhood but their vulnerable
youthfulness that would be symbolized by absence of scaly covering.
Fishes hatch out naked, their fins and scales grow on them, so shoals
of baby fishes, minnows, whitebait and larvae of insects, the orphans
of the water world, would be forbidden by this rule.
Holiness is incompatible with predatory behaviour. The command
to be holy is fulfilled by respecting blood, the symbol of violent prédation, and respecting the symbolic victims of prédation. The forbidden
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animals in this perspective represent the endangered categories for
whom Isaiah spoke, the oppressed, the fatherless, the widow (Isa.
1.17). Respect for them is a way of remembering the difference
between the clean and unclean, the holy and the unholy.
Though this interpretation makes the dietary rules symbolic for
virtues and vices, the permitted animals do not stand for any virtues,
they simply keep the rule of avoiding blood, and the forbidden animals do not represent vices in their own bodies, but the effects of
vicious actions on the part of others.14 It is unexpected for readers
who do not take it for granted that kindness to animals, or wit about
animals, or the slightest sense of humour concerning humans and
animals, would be found in Leviticus. The other rules about respecting
shed animal blood, respecting the right of a mother animal to be with
her new born infant for 8 days, are congenial with the dietary rules.
This so-called purity code only looks superficially like purity codes in
other parts of the world: it has none of the usual political uses, and it
is a primarily a code of justice and honour. As a philosophical exercise it multiplies allegories of justice for all. Making a general survey
of the universe, its elements, its origins, and the destiny of the people
of Israel, Leviticus declares that God is manifest in his righteousness,
completely in accord with what the prophets said.

ABSTRACT
The traditional interpretation of Lev. 11 is that the animals which are forbidden
symbolize vices, while the permitted animals symbolize virtues. There is a strong
anthropological basis for criticizing the foundation of this tradition, a concept of
primitive defilement that does not stand comparison with other systems of ritual
defilement. This old interpretation also assumes that ch. 11 is an isolated piece,
unconnected with the rest of Leviticus, and so not related to the concept of blemished
bodies, nor with the legislation against eating blood. It supposes that the Priestly
work does not flow from the prophets' vision of a theology of justice and compassion. Here it is argued that the forbidden animals are to be honoured as symbols
of the victims of injustice, enacting Isaiah's concern for the fatherless and oppressed.

14. Although this interpretation depends on symbolizing virtue and vice, it is
very different from that offered by Philo, whose free-wheeling allegories do not
depend on Isaiah's teachings about righteousness. Philo with an English Translation,
Vili (trans. F.H. Colson; London, Heinemann; Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1954).
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